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10 Coolest things in the world this
week

155 shares
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From Steve McQueen's very own Porsche 911 to a safety belt for your dog, these
are the 10 coolest things in the world this week.
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While IKEA occasionally comes up trumps , it's probably best to leave your

statement pieces to someone with more of an aesthietic focus. Like, say, 

Cristian Zuzunaga. Known for his pixelated designs, he's collaborated with BD

Barcelona Designs to build this incredible 67cm tall 301cm x 51cm cabinet. The

superficial tops, fronts and laterals are made of printed tempered 6mm glass

and the legs are solid ash. And you don't have to put it together yourself. 

Steve McQueen's Porsche 911 Turbo

£4,199 via Chaplins

http://www.gq-magazine.co.uk/entertainment/articles/2015-03/2/ikea-wireless-phone-charging-furniture
http://chaplins.co.uk/by-designer/


The first Porsche  911 Turbo is already a very special thing. Developed at the 24

Hours of Le Mans , brought to market at the dawn of Thatcher 's Britain and

destroyed by every yuppy from Canary Wharf to Chipping Norton, they're one

of the company's bluntest instruments. Exactly why Steve McQueen ordered

this very car. This 1976 930 was actually the very last car he ordered, with

Porsche-made custom touches like a switch to kill the taillights in case the

authorities caught him on a midnight run up Mulholland Drive.

Icon A5 amphibious sport aircraft

Via Mecum Auctions

http://www.gq-magazine.co.uk/search?q=porsche
http://www.gq-magazine.co.uk/search?q=le%20mans
http://www.gq-magazine.co.uk/comment/articles/2013-04/08/margaret-thatcher-tributes
https://www.mecum.com/lot-detail/CA0815-219850/0/1976-Porsche-930-Turbo-Carrera/4-Speed/


Your concierge has hired your private island for a summer retreat , but how on

earth are you going to get there? A business helicopter  might do, but for a truly

unique arrival try this luxury two-seat amphibious sports plane from USA-

based Icon. Nervous flyer? It has a spin-resistant airframe and a complete

airplane parachute.

Bert & May x Red Deer Little Hot box Barbecue

£121,000 via Icon  

http://www.gq-magazine.co.uk/entertainment/articles/2015-06/22/private-island-laucala-fiji-tagomago-ibiza-seychelles-north-new-york
http://www.gq-magazine.co.uk/entertainment/articles/2015-06/11/helicopter-buying-guide-airbus
http://iconaircraft.com/


Part barbecue, part fire pit, all stylish. This 12kg 24cm x 24cm x 24cm cube will

make a feature of the most modest roof terrace or garden and allow you to hone

you skills on the grill .

Liberty x Herschel Supply portfolio

£250 via Bert & May

http://www.gq-magazine.co.uk/entertainment/articles/2015-07/20/barbecue-fine-dining-david-moore-pied-a-terre
http://www.bertandmaykitchens.com/


Herschel Supply has collaborated with Liberty to update its classic Network

portfolio. Featuring the brand's petal and bud print, the 22x28cm accessory is

finished with leather trims and a top zip closure in brass. 

Dynamiq Yachts GTT D4

£35 via Liberty

http://www.liberty.co.uk/


Superyachts tend to combine poor fuel economy with low speed. Which is why

Dynamiq developed a 38.6m boat that can hit 21 knots (that's fast for a ship this

size) and travel more than 3,000 miles on one tank. The D4 is also fully

customisable inside. Which you'd expect for the price…

Sonos PLAY:1 Wireless speaker

£9.9m via Dynamiq Yachts

http://www.gq-magazine.co.uk/bedynamiq.com/


It's small enough to fit in a weekend bag but features two custom designed

drivers with dedicated amplifiers, which gives it enough power to fill any room

with sound. Easily controlled over Wi-Fi, the speaker is also limited to a run of

5,000, meaning there's a good chance your friends won't have one. 

Vintage LED Edison bulb

£220 via Sonos

http://www.sonos.com/en-gb?r=1


Add some industrial chic to your home with vintage low-light Edison bulbs.

They use a low-draw LED fillmanent (available in either 2 or 4 watts -

equivalent to standard 40W & 60W) to produce a warm white or amber light.

Great for channelling you pad's inner speakeasy.

Dedon Nestrest hanging chair

£15 via Industville

http://www.industville.co.uk/collections/vintage-edison-bulbs


This aluminum-framed fibre-weave pod's perfect for your garden or roof

terrace. Parisians Daniel Pouzet and Fred Frety, who have created everything

from bathroom fixtures to superyachts, penned the Nestrest, which creates 378

cu ft of breathable space. Plenty of room for two. 

Skoda safety belt for dogs

£8,900 via Dedon

http://www.dedon.de/en/collections/detail/collection/nestrest-171/hanging-lounger-1412/chalk-75.html#nf


 

Your dog's  one of the family, so keep him safe on the move. This specially-

developed belt comes in four sizes - from S to XL - and clicks into a lead so you

can take him for a walk straight from your car. 

From £50 via Skoda
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Want to know what goes into your favourite scent? We break down
the notes you need to know (and the best colognes that use them)
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boys
The bag you need if you want to shoulder something a bit more
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Linford Christie's fat loss secrets revealed
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fat fast
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GirlsGirls
Hottest Women of the Week: Lily Allen pulls off a
classic combination in London
Featuring Stella Maxwell, Kendall Jenner, Rihanna and many more

How to get into BDSM
Has anyone asked if you’re “vanilla”? They weren’t asking about your
favourite ice-cream

CommentComment
How to succeed in your new job
Your first 90 days in a new job are crucial: our guide shows you how
to survive and thrive

How to break into Britain
The journey to Britain for the migrants based in Calais is grim, and
one which underlines the misery these people are fleeing.
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